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Bridgeport was just fished and the weather held out with cloud cover and not getting to hot until the 

afternoon. The Honey holes didn’t hold up to the “Big Bite” but the dinks were out in their place. Plastic 

and shallow crank baits seem to be the dinks favorite, but fooled a nice 4.8 lb for Milton. 

    

First Place went to   Todd and Natasha Guernsey with: 11.44                        

Second Place went to Mike Rice and Joe Brown with: 7.45 

Third Place went to David Blackstock and Evan Gonzales with: 6.76 

Family First place to Mike and Kieffer Howes with: 2.53 

Big Bass went to Milton with: 4.80 

Heavy Stringer went to Todd Guernsey with: 7.72 

 



TRASH FISH went to : no money paid out…….    

Next lake coming up is Nocona on July 17th      with Mike Rice as the tournament  judge.     

It appears as the current stats are out of order and it is not picking up the meeting points. Lynn and Mike 

with Richard and Milton’s help are working on the software issue. They will have the numbers worked 

out soon, please be patience until then.  …..Stats are corrected. Thank you Mike and Lynn for the hard 

work after hours.  Look to the web for update……        

Since we adopted the cleanup responsibility at Stewart’s Park, we need to pick a date for the cleanup 

and for painting the boat dock.  David will let us know after he speaks to Pam with the City of The 

Colony.  I  played phone tag with Pam about using a primer in a spray can for turning the rust into a 

primer, than scrapping the rails by putting lead back in to the lake. Maybe David can meet with her?  

T-Shirt update:  I will bring the T-Shirts to the next meeting on July the 7th and if you have paid and 

haven’t gotten yours yet, please call me. I only know of Erick at this time.   

 

Big Bass  or did the fish catch him? Having fun at your expense, Brother…. Lov yea 

Evan got a trip with the Clubs  BIG GUN!!! 

                              3
rd

 Place David Blackstock and Evan Gonzales                                                                                                                  



 

2
nd

 Place Mike Rice and Joe Brown                                                  Mike brings a ACE in the hole! 

 

                           Heavy Stringer and 1
st

 Place                               The real PIG Killer. Watch out David he is the MAN and wife 
taking female angler of the club…….2010?                                                                                        

                                                                    



 

1
st

 PLACE FAMILY Love is never lost!!!!!! 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 


